OneTrust Vendorpedia Monitoring

Monitor Your Vendor Relationships, from Risks to Performance, and Take Action with Automation

Vendor Management Requires Ongoing Risk & Performance Monitoring
Those responsible for managing third-party relationships face challenges that continue long after the onboarding of vendors. Throughout the lifespan of a vendor engagement, it’s commonplace for new risks to arise, vendor breaches to occur, and third parties to fall short of meeting contract terms and SLAs. Without methods to monitor these critical issues, third-party risk and vendor management teams are left in the dark. Organizations around the world are searching for a solution to gain 360° visibility on all vendors, at all times, from risks to performance.

Monitor Vendor Risks, Performance, and Compliance with OneTrust Vendorpedia
With OneTrust Vendorpedia Monitoring, your team can maintain a watchful eye on the vendors you rely on most. Proactive monitoring, whether it be for new risks, ongoing performance, or regulatory compliance, is a critical pillar of Vendorpedia. Risk assessment automation, Cyber Risk Exchange vendor monitoring, and breach and enforcement tracking allows your team to know when vital vendor information changes, enabling you take actions, such as automatically sending new assessments. Save time and gain the confidence you need to maintain a beneficial relationship with your vendors.

Sync with the Exchange and OneTrust Will Monitor for You

Risks Detection & Alerts
Get notified when new risks related to your vendors arise, via Cyber Risk Exchange vendor monitoring and third-party breach & enforcement tracking.

Performance Monitoring
Maintain a pulse on how your vendors are performing against your internal goals and contractual obligations, from SLAs to overall vendor value.

Automation Rules & Triggers
Trigger reassessment when vendor changes occur, using customizable rules-based triggers to enable workflow automation and task assignment.

Vendor Data Maintained & Vetted
Continuous Updates from In-House Research Team

Vendor Exchange Profile Updated
Updates to Pre-Completed Assessment Answers

Vendor Risks Stays Evergreen
Vendorpedia Exchange Updates Are Relayed to Your Vendor Inventory to Keep Vendor Information Up to Date
OneTrust Vendorpedia Monitoring

Prevent Vendor Incidents with Proactive Monitoring
Your vendors may be subject to incidents or regulatory enforcement. Maintain a pulse on these risks as they arise with alerts and automation triggers generated from the Cyber Risk Exchange and Breach & Enforcement Tracker, which are updated daily by our team of 40 in-house researchers and a network of 500 lawyers around the world.

Track Vendor Performance to Meet Your Organization's Internal Objectives
The vendors you use are vital to the success of your employees and organization. Monitor vendor performance using configurable key performance indicator (KPI) reporting. Create dashboards to identify underperforming vendors that aren't meeting SLAs, quality goals, or cost targets set by your business, and then automate actions based on these metrics to enhance performance.

Reassess Vendors with Automation Triggers for Ongoing Oversight
When new security, privacy, compliance, or performance issues arise, it's critical to reassess vendors or update third-party risk registers. Configure rules-based triggers that automate workflows and actions that are critical to maintaining a secure, compliant, and well-performing vendor program. Vendorpedia monitors and automates actions when vendor changes occur, whether it be a breach, business process change, contract expiration or other customizable trigger.

Detect 4th-Party Vendor Changes to Avoid Blind Spots
The vendors your third parties use (i.e. 4th parties or subprocessors) can impact your vendors' security, privacy, compliance, and performance. Detect key 4th-party changes to help confirm that the vendors you work with directly are taking the right steps to select secure and compliant 4th parties.

Receive Cyber Risk Exchange Alerts and Automate Actions for Rapid Response When Vendor Risks Arise
Security, privacy, compliance, and performance-related risks are continually updated via the Cyber Risk Exchange and synced to your inventory. Set up alerts, as well as trigger-based automation workflows, to notify your team or automatically take actions as necessary.

START A FREE TRIAL OR REQUEST A DEMO AT VENDORPEDIA.COM